UW-Madison Libraries
#UWBookMadness

Win a Gift Card!

**On the Road**
- Watership Down
- The Hobbit

**Home is Where the Heart is**
- Miss Peregrine's Home
- Our Town

**Throwback**
- A Wrinkle in Time
- The Outsiders

**Contemporary**
- Life of Pi
- The Goldfinch

**Future Tense**
- 1984
- Brave New World

**Past Perfect**
- Things Fall Apart
- The Red Tent

**Fairy Tales**
- The Wizard of Oz
- Alice in Wonderland

**Wicked**
- Wicked
- Ozma of Oz

**The Real Deal**
- Diary of a Young Girl
- The Diamond Age

**Facebook & Twitter: UWMadLibraries**

Pick a winner for every matchup and write your projected winner in each box.

**Most accurate bracket wins a gift card.**

- Fill out and submit brackets by March 17th.
- Completed brackets should be submitted in-person to a participating library.
- No electronic submissions will be accepted.
- One submission per person.

Complete rules at http://go.wisc.edu/uwbookmadness

Your name: Scott Dikkers

Twitter handle: @scottdikkers